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Abstract 
In this paper we generalize well known product formulae for the Nielsen number of a fibre pre- 
serving map, to give addition formulae for such maps. We give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for when a nai’ve addition formula expressing the Nielsen number of the fibre map as a simple 
sum of Nielsen numbers on the fibres is valid. In the second part of the paper we extend to the 
nonorientable situation the definition and properties of a Nielsen type number of a fibre preserving 
map introduced by the first author. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper is in two parts. In the first part we describe addition formulae for Nielsen 
numbers of fibre preserving maps while in the second part we extend to the nonorientable 
situation, a Nielsen type number for the category of fibre preserving maps and fibre 
preserving homotopies as introduced in [ 131. 
For the first part of the paper we are concerned with using fibre space theory to assist 
in the calculation of the Nielsen number of a map. We note that since the introduction 
of the so called ndive product formula for the Nielsen number of a fibre preserving map 
[3], there have been a number of attempts to use fibre spaces as a means of computing 
Nielsen numbers. Let p: E -+ B be a fibration of compact connected ANR’s, and let 
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f : E + E be a fibre preserving map (i.e., a map for which there exists a map f: B + B 
with pf = fp). The product formula 
[Fix fl(“) : P*Wxf,“)lN(f) = ~~(.f~(~))N(.f) 
due to You [28], essentially summarized work in this area up until the late 1980s. You 
proved his formula under the assumptions that p is orientable, and that nl(E) is com- 
mutative. Using the later exposition of [ 121, You’s formula can be deduced from the 
following exact sequence which is implicit in [12] (see the preliminaries for a sketch 
proof and full explanation of terms). Note that neither the orientability of p nor the 
commutativity of 7rt (E) appear in the hypothesis. 
Theorem 1.1. Letp : E + B be a$bration of compact connectedANR5, and let f : E -+ 
E be aJibre preserving map. Then for any x in an essential class off the sequence 
is an exact sequence of groups @-St three terms) and based sets (last three terms). 
Here Fix f,” = {o E 7rt (E, x) 1 j*(a) = a}, K = keri, : TI (lQz)) + TTI (E) where 
for b E B, Fb = p-‘(b) and fb = f IFb. E(f) is t h e set of essential fixed point classes 
off, that is N(f) = #E(f) w h ere # denotes cardinality. Because the group structure in 
1.1 ends with the group Fix fzcz), the following proposition is not quite an immediate 
consequence of 1 .l (see Lemma 2.2). 
Proposition 1.2. With the same hypotheses as Theorem 1.1 the image of 6 contains 
[Fix $X1 : p+ (Fix f,“)] mod K fixed point classes of fpcs+ and these classes all coalesce 
into the single fixed point class F off that contains x. 
We shall call [Fix fTcz’ : p,(Fix f,“)] th e 1 ocal Fix group index of f at x. The preface 
local is added because in general, as we shall see, it is not independent of 5. Orientability 
and commutativity allow one to treat the sequence in 1.1 uniformly in 5. The orientability 
of p insures that the number NK (fb) is the same over each fixed point class in the base, 
while commutativity insures that the local Fix group index is independent of x. In this 
way over each fixed point class in the base there are NK(fp(z))/[Fix fTcz) : p+ (Fix f,“)] 
distinct fixed point classes of f in E. Since there are N(f) such classes in the base, the 
product formula above follows. 
When we relax the conditions of the independence of the choice of x for the two num- 
bers NK(fpcz)) and [Fix fTcz) : p, (Fix f:)], the situation becomes more complicated. In 
the first part of this paper we use the collection of sequences given in 1.1 (one for each 
x E E(f)), to give addition formulae for N(f) ( see the introduction to Section 3 for a 
fuller description of this philosophy). Without orientability, the mod K Nielsen number 
of the fibre fails to be uniform even for such nice fibre spaces as the Klein bottle fibred 
over the circle (see [ 15, p. 791, or 4.6 below). However NK(fb) is always independent 
of the choice of b in a single fixed point class in the base. We think of this as the local 
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Fig. 1. The Mobius pretzel. 
uniformity of No. This raises the possibility of calculating N(f) by adding up the 
various Nrc(f,(,))/[Fixf$“) : p,(Fix f$)] over each of the fixed point classes in the 
base. However, as we now illustrate, the number [Fix J$~’ : p,(Fix f$)] need not be 
independent even of fixed points sitting above a single fixed point in the base. 
Example 1.3 (The Mobius pretzel). We define the total space of a fibration as the union 
of the following two spaces. Firstly let 
(we call El the Mobius doughnut), and let 
E2={(z,w)~C2: Iz-21= 1, ]w-l]= 1 orIw+l]=l}. 
Then E = El U E2 fibres over the figure eight B = {.z E @: /z] = 1 or ]Z - 21 = 1) 
with the projection map p: E + B given by (z, w) + z. It is easy to see that p 
is a locally trivial fibration and the fibre over the wedge point 1 E B is given by 
Fi = {w E C: ]w- I] = 1 or ]w+ I] = 1). The space E cannot be drawn in three space 
without self intersection, but it can be obtained from Fig. 1 by identifying the figure 
eight cross section of each part which are in closest proximity to each other in such a 
way that the darkened paths in the picture are tangential. 
Note that E2 can be thought of as rotating the figure eight around a central axis, while 
El can be thought of similarly but giving the figure eight a twist through 7-r adians as it 
is rotated. The path shown on El connects the extremes of all figure eight fibres. There 
are two paths on E2, the one shown, and a similar one at the other extreme. These paths 
along with a path connecting the wedge points will comprise all fixed points of our map. 
Consider the fibre preserving map f : E --+ E defined by f(z, w) = (z, zti) if ]z] = 1 
and f(z,w) = ( Z, W) if ]z - 21 = 1. The map f can be visualized as follows. The map 
is over the identity on the figure eight, so each vertical cross section is taken to itself. 
On each such cross section there is an axis through the three points where the paths 
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described above intersect the cross section. The map f reflects the figure eight through 
this axis. Thus the restriction fi of f on Ei (and similarly on each fibre) has three fixed 
points (in fact, fixed point classes) (1, *2) and (1,0) in the fibre. On the other hand on 
E, there are two distinct fixed point classes of f given by {(l,O)} and ((1, *2)}. (The 
paths described above are the components of Q(f). 0 ne of these paths connects (1,2) to 
(1, -2), so the fixed point classes of (1,2) and (1, -2) of fi in Ei coalesce into a single 
fixed point class in E). Note that since p has an obvious cross section, the kernel K of 
i, : ~1 (PI) -+ ~1 (E) is trivial, so ordinary and mod K fixed point classes are the same. 
By 1.2 for 2’ = (1,2) or (1, -2), [Fix fyCZ” : p,(Fix f,“‘)] = 2. Whereas if z = (1,0) 
then [Fix f?(Z) : p, (Fix J$)] = 1, even though p(z) = p(z’) E G&(f). (Note that for the 
purposes of this analysis, the only role played by E2, and the circle underneath Ez, is 
that the base is then the figure eight, which forces all the fixed points of the identity map 
(which by abuse of notation we are still calling f) to belong to a single essential class.) 
Because of the lack of uniformity of the number [Fix f?(z) : p,(Fix f,“)], we need a 
different way to calculate the number of fixed points of f sitting over a given fixed 
point class in the base. We give a complete analysis of the situation in Theorem 3.3. 
We also give conditions that will ensure that [Fix $Z) : p, (Fix f$)] is independent of 
z sitting over a single fixed point class in the base. Under these conditions we are able 
to calculate N(f) as a sum of terms of the form iV~(fn(~))/[Fix fTCZ) : p,(Fix fz)]. 
In this situation we are able to give necessary and sufficient conditions for N(f) to 
equal a sum xi N(fb,) over the fixed point classes in the base. By analogy with the 
ndive product formula we call this the na’ive addition formula. In this first part of our 
work then we generalize the product formula of You [28] (and all that that generalizes), 
we also generalize a highly technical prototype of addition formulae given in [ 1 I] for 
orientable fibrations, and recent work of [22]. (Thus we include all previous formulae 
for the Nielsen number of a fibre preserving map.) 
We come now to the second part of the paper. We note first that in many situations, 
such as those encountered with nilmanifolds and solvmanifolds, fibrewise techniques are 
the only methods currently employed for both the computation of the Nielsen number and 
the minimization of fixed points and periodic points [ 19,20,22,23]. Roughly speaking this 
is because fibrewise techniques provide a way in which to decompose the space and maps 
on it into simpler and better understood components. Thus in effect we are restricting 
our attention to fibre preserving maps and homotopies. Although for nilmanifolds and 
solvmanifolds the naive sum xi N(& ), coincides with the Nielsen number N(f), this 
will not be true in general. It turns out however that this sum serves as a lower bound for 
the number of fixed points within the fibre homotopy class of f. Thus this sum becomes 
an important and interesting quantity even when it does not coincide with N(f) (as 
for example in the Mobius pretzel where Ci N(fb,) = 3, but N(f) = 2). We call 
Ci N(fb,) the N’ 1 ie sen type number of the fibre preserving map f, and denote it by 
N~(f,p). This idea was considered in [ 131 but was restricted to maps of fibrations for 
which N(fb) is independent of b. In that context xi N(fb,) = N(&)N(f). Thus our 
number N~(f,p) is an extension to the nonuniform situation, of the number with the 
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same symbol in [ 131. Extending the results of [13], we show that this number is a lower 
bound for the minimum number, M@~(f,p), of fixed points in the fibre homotopy class 
of the map f, with respect to the fibration p, and that N~(f,p) > N(f). 
We note moreover that N~(f,p) has the usual properties of Nielsen numbers: homo- 
topy invariance, commutativity, and homotopy type invariance. In order to see that our 
definition really describes a new phenomenon, we give examples where the uniformity of 
the Nielsen number of the fibre fails, and where N~(f,p) > N(f). In particular, we give 
an example in the presence of nonuniformity of the Nielsen number of the fibre where 
this difference can be made as large as desired. We discuss the Wecken properties in the 
fibre preserving setting. That is, we discuss conditions for this lower bound to be sharp 
(for a detailed account of the history and current status of the ordinary Wecken problem, 
we refer the reader to the excellent article [4]). Finally, we close with an extension of 
N~(f,p) to the “over B” category (i.e., where the base map is always the identity), 
where we show that almost all maps in this category have infinite fixed point sets. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 is this introduction. In Section 2 we 
recall the general background for the required Nielsen theory, and sketch the proofs of 
1.1 and 1.2. In Section 3 we give the general form of the addition formula, together 
with a discussion of local uniformity. This allows us to give conditions which will allow 
for simpler formulations of the addition formula, including the naive addition formula 
which we present in Section 4. Section 5 uses these ideas in estimating Nielsen numbers. 
The second part of the paper begins in Section 6 where we introduce our fibrewise 
Nielsen number NF(~, p). In Section 7 we discuss the properties of N3(f, p). Section 8 
is devoted to Wecken questions for NF( f, p) and in Section 9 we discuss the “over B” 
category. 
We would like to thank R.F. Brown for useful comments, and B. Jiang for much help 
with the discussion on local essential Fix group uniform fibre spaces, and in particular 
for Example 1.3. We would also like to thank R. Charron and D. Rideout for help with 
the computer graphics, and K.A. Hardie whose point of view provoked the thoughts that 
lead to Section 9. 
2. Preliminaries and sketch of proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.2 
We will assume that the reader is familiar with Nielsen and Lefschetz fixed point 
theory as presented in [3] or [15]. However, we introduce some notation. We will also 
give a sketch of proofs of 1.1 and 1.2. These results are given implicitly in [ 121, but we 
reproduce them here for the purpose of filling in some missing details which are crucial 
to our approach. 
Let X be a compact topological space admitting an index theory (for example X could 
be a compact, connected ANR). Let f : X --+ X be a map. We denote by a(f) = {y E 
X: f(y) = y} the fixed point set of f. We let E(f) be the set of essential fixed point 
classes of f and GE(~) = {z E Q(f): 2 E F for some F E r(f)}. We call a subset 
c C_ G&(f) a set of essential representatives provided that E contains exactly one point 
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from each element of E(f). With z E X a base point, f,” denotes the induced map on 
7~ (X, z). (It is not necessary to suppose that z is a fixed point, but if it is not, one needs 
to choose a path w : x -+ f(z), and include conjugation by w in the definition of f,“. See 
for example [ 121 or [28].) By popular request we depart from the notation of [12], and 
denote the Reidemeister classes of f,” by R(fc) (as opposed to Coker( 1 - f:) etc.,-see 
also below). We denote the class of cy in R(f,“) by [a], and recall that [a] = [/3] if and 
only if there is a y E 7~ (X) such that Q = r,f3f,“(~-‘). 
We will need the mod H version of Nielsen theory. If f, X, and z are as above, and 
if H is a normal subgroup of ~1 (X, z) which is invariant under f,“, then we denote the 
induced homomorphism on ~1 (X, x)/H by f:,H. We then have the mod H Reidemeister 
classes of fz,H which by abuse of notation we denote by R~(fz), and the corresponding 
mod H Nielsen classes. We denote the mod H Nielsen number, that is the cardinality 
of the set &~(f) of mod H essential classes, by NH(~) (see [28,12], or [15] for these 
concepts). When H is the trivial normal subgroup we will omit the H. 
In this paper we will assume that all of our fibrations F c) E + B (with projection 
p: E + B) are Hurewicz fibrations. Recall that this means there is a continuous path 
lifting function 
A:.Q = {(w,e) f Br x E 1 p(e) = w(O)} + E’. 
For any (w, e) E n, A( w, e) is a path in E beginning at e whose projection is w. For 
any b E B, Fb will denote p-‘(b). It is in this way that each such w provides a fibre 
translation map 7w : F,(o) + Fw(1) by the rule that T,(e) = A(w,e)(l). When w - w’ 
then r, N IT;). 
We say that f : E -+ E is a fibre preserving map provided there is a well defined base 
map f: B -+ B with pf = fp. When such a map exists it is unique, and when B is a 
path connected locally path connected space it is enough that for all b E B the restriction 
of f takes the fibre p-‘(b) to another fibre (see [26]). We will refer to the pair (f, f) (or 
occasionally just f) as a fibre preserving map. If (f, f) is a fibre preserving map, then 
for any subset [ & Q(J) we denote by fc the map f restricted to p-‘(E). In particular if 
b E Q(f) then we will denote the induced map on Fb by fb. 
Throughout both parts of this paper we will make calculations involving the fixed 
point theory of fb when b is a representative of a Nielsen class for f. It will be important 
to see that these calculations are unaffected by certain choices for b. The following 
proposition exhibits a key relationship between the maps of fibres over different fixed 
points (see also 4.7 and, for example, [19,20]). The proof of the first part follows known 
techniques involving Hurewicz lifting functions. The last part follows from the fact that 
fibre translation functions on homotopic paths are homotopic, and from the homotopy 
type invariance of the ordinary Nielsen number. 
Proposition 2.1. Let (f, f) be afib re p reserving map of a Hurewiczfibration p : E -+ B. 
lfw is a path between a and b of Q(f) th en the fibre translation maps r give that fa 
and T~~-I fbr,, are homotopic as self maps of F,. Moreover if a, b E G(J) are Nielsen 
equivalent, then N(fa) = N(fb). 
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Let p: E + B be a fibration and f a fibre preserving map of p. For z E E let 
i : Fp(z) + E be the inclusion and K denote the kernel of the homomorphism 
i, : TI (F&c), 5) -+ XI (E, x). 
If 5 E Q(f), then this inclusion also induces a function 
Similarly, there are induced functions jr_ : R(fgc,,,) --+ RK(~~~~)*) and j;* : 72~ (fcczl*) 
+ R(f,“) and p, :R(fc) --t R($“)). A s s h own in [12] (and also in [28] in another 
notation) the set of Nielsen classes (mod K Nielsen classes in the case of the fibre) can 
be imbedded in the sets of Reidemeister classes via injections 
in a way that is compatible with the above morphisms of Reidemeister classes (in par- 
ticular the diagram below is commutative). 
We now fill in some of the background for the statement of 1.1. For a group G 
and self map g of G define Fix g = {a E G: g(o) = cr}. If f is a fibre preserving 
map of a fibration p, and 5 E @(f) then from [12, 4.31 we have that the top of the 
following diagram is an exact sequence in which the first three terms are groups and 
homomorphisms, and the last three are based sets and base point preserving functions 
(ignore the bottom sequence for now). 
Fix f&)*,K k Fix f,” --% Fix fycz) s_ %f(f;(z)*) J;* - W,“) &R(f* ) -P(T) 
= 
t =I =I 4 p(z) p1 I 
Fix f” 
p(z)*lK 
&Fix ff & Fix fzCz) -k(f,,z,) L&(f) &E(f) 
From [ 12, 4.31 we also have that the first homomorphism in the top sequence is injective, 
and the last function is surjective. The function 6 is defined as follows. Let cy E Fix fTCz), 
and let Cy E 7rt (E, x) be such that p,(C) = cr. Note that p, (&f$(ty-‘)) = 0, so there is 
a Y E ~1 (F+), x)/K such that i,(y) = cYf:(XI). Then 6(o) = [-y] the class of y in 
RK(.&)*). 
Lemma 2.2. The function S factors as the composite 
where q is a surjection, and 8 is an injection. In particular within the image of b there are 
[Fix f:(X) : p, (Fix f,“)] mod K Reidemeister classes that combine into a single ordinary 
Reidemeister class in ‘R( f,“) under jF*. 
A usual proof of Lemma 2.2 would use a group structure on R~(fc~~)*) which we 
do not have. Here is a proof without it. 
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Proof. The only part that need occupy our attention (because the rest is trivial) is to 
show that 8 is injective. For this it is sufficient to show that if s(a) = b(P) then there 
is a p E Fix f,” with ,f3 = op,(p). Let C-u and fi be lifts of cr and ,0 respectively, then 
there are unique yr, 72 E ~1 (F’(z), x)/K such that i*(n) = Gfz(G-‘) and i,(yz) = 
pf,“(p-‘). Then [n] = 6((r) = S(p) = [y2] and by definition of RK(~;(,,,) there is a 
8 E rrt (Ql), x)/K such that yt = 8y2f&.+,K(B-1). So we have 
x(&-l) = i*(n) = i* (eY2f;((z)*,K (e-l)) 
=i*ce,af~(P-‘i*(e-‘)) = (i*(e)P).f:((i*(e)j)-‘) 
and so (Y- ‘i*(e),B = f:(c-li,(e)p). Thus G-‘i*(e)p E Fixfz. Let /I = &-li,(e)p, 
then i*(e)p = Cyp, so P = p*(i*(@)p) = Q&(P) as required. Cl 
We are now in a position to sketch the proofs of 1.1 and 1.2. Note that each y E G(f) 
determines three distinct fixed point classes. Firstly and obviously it determines its own 
fixed point class F with respect to f, secondly since p(y) is a fixed point of f it 
determines the fixed point class F = p(F) of f; and thirdly since y is clearly also a 
fixed point of the restriction fpcY) of f to the fibre F,(v), then y also determines a (mod 
K) fixed point class F’(?l) of fp(y). The product formula for the index (i.e., [28, 4.11, 
or [ 13, 4.3]), shows that F is essential if and only if both F and F,(,) are essential. In 
particular if F is essential then p(F) is essential so that the assignment which takes F 
to p(F) in 1.1 gives a well defined function p& : E(f) + E(f). In addition when IC, as 
in 1.1 is chosen in an essential fixed point class F say, then the three fixed point classes 
determined by 3: furnish us with the base points of the bottom sequence above and in 
1.1. The exact sequence in 1.1 now follows by restriction (via the p) as shown in the 
above “ladder” diagram. Similarly 1.2 follows by restriction from Lemma 2.2. 
We note in addition to the above from [13, 4.31, that if f is essentially fibre uniform 
(by which we mean that N(fb) IS independent of b E E(f)) and N(f) # 0, then 
P& : f(f) + w IS surjective, but as can be seen from 4.6 if f is not essentially fibre 
uniform it need not be. 
3. Local uniformity 
We first briefly outline the philosophy behind our addition formulae. Let f : E + E 
be a fibre preserving map of a fibration with induced map f: B + B on the base. 
Proposition 1 .l shows, and the sketch proof at the end of the last section emphasizes 
that the assignment p& : &(f) + E(f) taking F to p(F) is a well defined function. It is 
clear from this that 
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where u is the disjoint union. This is illustrated by the diagram 
and the various addition formulae of this paper come from this equality. Our work then 
is to identify the cardinalities of the various prt (p). 
Lemma 3.1. Let b be a fixed point in an essential class F off. Then pg’ (F) is either 
empty, or can be thought of as a quotient set of &K(fb). 
Proof. Either p;’ (F) is empty, or there is an z in an essential class of f with p(z) = b. 
We show that the restriction i$“) : E K(fb) 7‘ pcl (F) is surjective. In essence this is 
a reproof of the exactness of 1.1 at r(f), h owever our proof introduces some needed 
notation. We define an equivalence relation on &K (fb) as follows. We say that two mod K 
classes Fb and FL of & K b are f equivalent if they determine the same fixed point (f ) 
class off, i.e., that 2% ‘p(z) (Fb) = iz'"' (FL). In order to show that p; ’ (F) can be thought 
of as a quotient set of &K(jb) under this equivalence relation, we need only show that 
if F' is a fixed point class in p,‘(F) then there is a mod K fixed point class FL of fb 
within F'. But this follows from 4.4(ii) of [13]. •1 
The situation in 3.1 is pictured in the diagram 
&K (fb) 
Definition 3.2. Suppose b E @&). Then we define cK(b) to be the number of equiva- 
lence classes of 6K( fb) under the equivalence relation given in the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
Note that the identification given by 3.1 shows that cK(b) is independent of the choice 
of b in F. Note also that if K is trivial we will suppress the K, and write c(b). 
We can calculate CK(b) from the algebra since from the commutativity of the diagram 
in Section 2, Fb and Fi of & K b are f equivalent if and only if j;* (pK(Fb)) = (f ) 
j:, (PK(FL)) (see the preliminary section for the notation). The idea of the equivalence 
relation is that for b E F E &(f) each equivalence class of &K(fb) determines an essential 
fixed point class in the total space and these equivalence classes exhaust p;‘(F). In this 
way the number of essential classes sitting over F is just CK(b). In other words by 3.1, 
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CK(b) = #p;‘(F). Putting all this together we have the following result which includes 
all previous product formulae, the highly technical prototype of addition formulae given 
in [ 1 l] for orientable fibrations, and as we shall see, the “naive” addition formula given 
in [22] for solvmanifolds (see Theorem 4.4). 
Theorem 3.3. Let p: E -+ B be a fibration, where E and B are compact connected 
ANR’s, f be a selfjbre preserving map of p, and 6 = {bl , bz, . , bb} a set of essential 
representatives for f. Then 
Example 3.4. In the Mobius pretzel Example 1.3, the base map on the figure eight is 
the identity and so has a single essential class. We take [ = {l}, the wedge point. Here 
K is trivial, &(f~) = ~~(1,0)},~(1,2)},{1,-2~~~ and E(f) = {{(1,0)},{(1,*2)1} so 
that N(f) = c(1) = 2. 
Our problem then is to determine the cK(bi). It follows from 2.1 that the cardinal- 
ity No of EK (fb) is independent of the choice of b within a given Nielsen class 
in the base. As we saw in 1.3 this is not the case with the local Fix group index 
[Fix flCx) : p,(Fix f,“)] of f t a x. Such a condition of independence would allow a for- 
mulation of N(f) as a sum of terms of the form NK (f,cZ))/ [Fix f$z) : p, (Fix f,“)]. We 
need a definition. 
Definition 3.5. Let p: E + B be a fibration, where E and B are compact connected 
ANR’s, and (f, f) a self fibre preserving map of p. We say that the map f is locally 
essentially Fix group uniform if for any essential fixed point class F off; for any b E F, 
and for any 2 E @I, with p(x) = b, the local Fix group index [Fix f:(Z) : p,(Fix fz)] 
of f at x is independent of the choice of x and b (but not necessarily of F>. 
We discuss next when the condition of the definition is fulfilled. Note that if we 
choose 5 to be (1, -2) in Example 1.3 then z is in the same class of f as 2’ = (1,2), 
and [Fix f??Z’ : p, (Fix fz)] = [Fix f?‘“” . p, (Fix fc’)]. In fact, we have, in general, the 
following 
Lemma 3.6. Let p be a Jibration, and (f, f) : p t p, a self$bre preserving map of p. 
Then for any fixed point class F off, the local Fix group index [Fix f?lCx) : p,(Fix fz)] 
is independent of x E F. 
Proof. Let XI and x2 be two points in a fixed point class F of f. Thus there is a path w 
from x1 to x2 so that w - fw. Let W be the projection of w. Thus a N fa so that p(x:1) 
and P(Q) are in the same class F = p(F) of f. The paths w, 3, fw and ~CJ induce 
isomorphisms (via conjugation by the path class) on the appropriate fundamental groups. 
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The fact that w N fw implies that they represent the same path class and hence 
induce the same isomorphism, i.e., w* = (fw),. Similarly, 3, = (?a)*. It follows that 
Fix f$z2) 2 Fix fT(21) under L& and Fix f,“’ g Fix f,“’ under w*. Let 
Q : Fix f$z2)/p*Fix f,“’ t Fix f$Z’)/p*Fix f,“’ 
be given by Q((a)) = (&(a)), for c E Fixf$“‘). It is straightforward to show that 0 
is well defined and is a bijection. 0 
Proposition 3.7. Let F A E 3 B be afibration with path connected$bres and f : E -+ 
E a jibre preserving map. If _f*(~l (E)) commutes with the image i,(~l (F)), then f is 
locally essentially Fix group uniform. 
Proof. Let 21 and xs in @E(f) be fixed points sitting in fixed point classes Fl and F2 
which lie above the same fixed point class F of f. By the proof of [13, 4.41 there is an 
x2 E F2 for which xi and x2 lie above the same b E F. 
By Lemma 3.6 we need only prove the proposition for zi and x2. Let w be a path in 
Fb from x1 to x2, and let v = wfb*(w-I). Since p(xi) = ~(52) = b and w lies in Fb, 
then v E i,(nt (Fb)) and so commutes with f+(nl (E)). In a variation of the proof of 
Lemma 3.6 we define Fix fTcz2) 2 Fix fy’“” to be the identity, and Fix f,“’ g Fix f,“’ to 
be we, i.e., W,(O) = w -‘uw. We check the condition that w-law E Fix f,"' . To this end 
we have 
fCl(w-bw) = f*(w-‘)f*“‘(a)f*(w) 
=w-‘wf*(w-‘)f,“Z(a)f*(W)W-‘W 
=w -lvft”z(a)v-‘w 
= w-1 f22(a)w 
= w-‘aw. 
The rest of the proof is straightforward. 0 
The condition that i,(ri (Fb)) commutes with f*(nl(E)) is fulfilled in the special 
case that either i,(ni (Fb)) is contained in the center of rl(E), or that f*(nl(E)) is 
contained in the center of i,(ni (Fb)). The second condition is a special case of eventual 
commutativity (see also below). We offer the following example of the situation covered 
by the first condition. 
Example 3.8. Consider a circle bundle S’ + E -+ B with E and B orientable mani- 
folds. Then i,(ni (Fb)) is indeed contained in the center of q(E). To see this observe 
that n-1 (B) has a set {gt ,g2, . . . , gn} of circle generators (for low dimensions this is the 
classification of surfaces, for higher dimensions it is trivial). If cr denotes a generator of 
the fibre, then we can choose a set {gi , gi, . . . , g;, g} of generators for rri (E) where g{ 
is a lifting of the circle gi to E. It is enough to see that u commutes with each g:. To this 
end consider the subfibrations p-‘(gi). Now 7ri(p-‘(g,)) is a subgroup of rri (E), with 
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generators g: and C. The p-’ (gi) are circle bundles over the circle, so p-’ (gi) is either 
the trivial bundle, or it is the Klein bottle. The orientability of both E and B guarantees 
that p-‘(gi) must be trivial, i.e., it must be the torus. But the fundamental group of the 
torus is abelian, and so CJ commutes with the gi as required. A similar but more elaborate 
argument would be valid for any torus bundle. 
The reader will recall that f is (globally) Fix group uniform (that is if 
[Fix fTCx) : P*Pixf31 
is independent of z for all IL: E Q(f)), if T-I(E) is abelian (or more generally if f is 
eventually commutative see [15]). The global (and hence a fortiori local) uniformity of 
the local Fix group index however can occur when there is no eventual commutativity. 
For example the Klein bottle fibred over 5” with fibre S1 (see 4.6) has neither eventual 
commutativity nor does it satisfy the condition of 3.7 nevertheless it is globally Fix group 
uniform. This is true for a different reason. It is because it satisfies the condition given 
in the following definition. 
Definition 3.9. We say that a space X is essentially Fix trivial if for any self map f of 
X and for any basepoint x E GE(~), we have that the group 
Fixf, = {cr E ~l(X,x): f,(a) = a} 
is trivial. 
It should be clear that S’ is essentially Fix trivial, for if f is a self map of S’, and 
the degree of f is not 1 then Fix f* is trivial. On the other hand if f is the identity then 
@z(f) is empty. In fact for arbitrary X we have that Fix (id,) = ni(X). So the only 
spaces with nonzero Euler characteristic which are essentially Fix trivial are the simply 
connected ones. The point of the definition is of course the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.10. Suppose that p : E + B is afibration in which the base is essentially 
Fix trivial. Then for any jibre preserving map (f, f), and for any x E @c(f) we have 
that [Fix f?(l) : p,(Fix f$)] = 1. 
Proof. By the local product theorem for fixed point indices we know that IC E @E(f) 
implies p(x) E @c(f). Since B is essentially Fix trivial then Fix fTcz’ = (0) and so 
[Fix f:(X) : p,(Fix f$)] = 1 as required. 0 
Now if a fibration has fibres and base which are essentially Fix trivial, then the fol- 
lowing proposition shows that the total space is also essentially Fix trivial. It should be 
clear that this procedure can be iterated. 
Proposition 3.11. Let (f, f) :p + p b e a self fibre preserving map of p and x E @(f ). 
Zf Fix fcczjslK and Fix fT(%) are both trivial, then so is Fix f,“. 
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For the solvmanifold and nilmanifold fibrations studied in [22] and [9] (and these 
include the Klein bottle which is a solvmanifold), the base and fibres are either tori or, 
more generally, nilmanifolds. Iterated applications of 3.11 then include a reproof of the 
known fact that solvmanifolds and nilmanifolds are essentially Fix trivial (see [22] and 
[91). 
4. The addition formulae for the Nielsen number of a fihre map 
In this section we give a number of cases where the most general addition formulae 
3.3 can be given in a simpler form, One of these is a naive addition formula for N(f) 
which is in the spirit of the naive product formula of [3]. We give necessary and sufficient 
conditions for this to hold. 
Under additional uniformity hypotheses, our first result 4.1 can be used to recover the 
product formulae given in [28,3,5,12,15] and elsewhere. 
Theorem 4.1. Let p: E -+ B be a fibration, where E and B are compact connected 
ANR’s, f be a self$bre preserving map of p, and < a set of essential representatives for 
f. If f is locally essentially Fix group uniform then 
N(f) = c . TKCfb) 
bye [FIX f,b : p,(Fix ft)l 
where each y is chosen in p-‘(b) 17 @e(f). [If no such y exists for a given b then the 
interpretation is to take that summand as zero.] 
Proof. We must simply show for b E f’, that CK (b) = NK(fb)/[Fix ft : p,(Fix f:)]. 
However cK(b) is the cardinality of the quotient set of &K(fb) defined in 3.1. Now 
#&K(fb) = NK(fb) so by 1.2 and the hypotheses of the theorem each equivalence class 
has the same number [Fix J??(~’ : p, (Fix f,“)] of elements, and the result follows. 0 
In the following example, used in [15] to show the product formula may fail, we can 
calculate N(f) from our formula. 
Example 4.2 [15, p. 901. Let p: E -+ B be the trivial circle bundle over the figure 
eight. Namely, let B = {z E @: IzI = 1 or Iz - 21 = l}, F = {W E @: /WI = I}, and 
E = B x F. Define a fibre preserving map f : E + E by 
f (2, w) = 
1 
(23, w-1) if 1.~1 = 1, 
(2, -(z - 2)~~‘) if 12 - 21 = 1. 
Note that XT(B) = 0 so K = 0. Now N(f) = 2 with one Nielsen class containing the 
single point bl = - 1, the other being the whole of the right hand circle. The fibration is 
a product so p is orientable and 4.1 applies. The map on any fibre is a map of degree 
- 1 so for any fixed point b in the base, N(fb) = 11 - (- 1) 1 = 2. Note that the classes 
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2 = (- 1, 1) and CC’ = (- 1, - 1) of fb, remain distinct when considered as fixed point 
classes of f, so according to 1.2 for y E {z, x’} we have [Fix f$‘) : p,(Fix f$)] = 1. 
On the other hand above the right hand circle the path (2 + e2nit, ierit) for t E [0, 11, is 
a path of fixed points connecting the classes { (3, i)} and ((3, -i)} of &(fs). So for any 
y in P~‘({]z - 21 = 1)) [Fixj$‘):p*(Fixf,Y)] = 2 (again by 1.2). Let [ = (-1, 1). 
Then E is a set of essential representatives for J, and so by 4.1 N(f) = 2/2 + 2/l = 3, 
confirming the calculation in [ 151. 
Under the global uniformity of the local Fix group index we have the following obvious 
corollary. The last part is the slight generalization of You’s product formula ([28]) given 
in [12, 4.121. 
Corollary 4.3. Let p: E + B be a fibration, where E and B are compact connected 
ANR’s, f a self$bre preserving map of p, and < a set of essential representatives for J? 
If f is globally essentially Fix group uniform then 
[Fix E(Z) :p, (Fix f:)] I = c NK(.fb) 
bEE 
where the x E @s(f) 1s arbitrary. If in addition to the above f is mod K essentially 
fibre uniform (i.e., NK(fb) is independent of b in any essential class off) then 
[Fix.??“) :p*(FixfZ)]N(f) = NK(fb)N(f). 
The next theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the type of nai’ve ad- 
dition formula used in [22]. 
Theorem 4.4. Let p: E + B be a jibration, where E and B are compact connected 
ANR 5, ( f, f) : p + p a self jibre preserving map of p, and < a set of essential represen- 
tatives for f. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) N(f) = zbEC N(fb) (naiiie addition formula). 
(2) For all b E [ the composite 
E(fb) s EK(fb) s r(f) 
is injective, where qb is the projection. We denote this composite by ib,. 
(3) For all y E @I, Fix fi(‘) - - P*(Fixf:) and NK(fpcy)) = N(fpcy)). 
The equivalent conditions of Theorem 4.4 occur in a wide variety of situations, for 
example, under a Fade11 splitting of p ([8], see also [ 151 and [ 121). In addition they 
are satisfied for all the fibrations used in the calculations of N(f) for self maps of 
nilmanifolds and solvmanifolds. 
Proof. It follows from [ 12, 3.101 that for each b E [ the projection qb : &(fb) -i &~(fb) 
is surjective. Also from Lemma 3.1 the functions jp : &K(fb) + pE1 (F) are surjective, 
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where F is the class of b. From 1.1 we know that for distinct b, b’ E [ the images of ip 
and ib,’ do not intersect. Thus the function 
bEE bEE E(f) 
is surjective. In particular 
EN(h) = #(II&( 3 #( u Pe’(F)) = #(E(f)) = N(f). 
bEE bEE E(f) 
It is clear that equality holds if and only if the function u ii is injective, and this holds 
if and only if each individual ii is injective. So (1) is equivalent to (2). It is clear from 
4.1 that (3) implies (1). 
It remains to show that (2) implies (3). So assume (2). For each b E [, the injectivity 
of the composite ik : &(fb) + &K(fb) + &(f) implies that the first function qb : f(fb) --f 
&K (fb) is also injective. But as we have seen above it is always surjective, so NK(fb) = 
N(fb). Further the bijectivity of qb and hypothesis (2) imply that &K(fb) + &(f) is a 
bijection. By 2.2, [FixfzcY) : p, (Fix f$‘)] = 1 as required. 0 
Remark 4.5. Condition (3) of Theorem 4.4 is equivalent to the following weaker con- 
dition: 
(3’) For any set $ of essential representatives for f, FixfzcY) = p,(Fix f$‘) and 
NK (fr+)) = N(fP(?l)) for all Y 6 6 
An analog of Theorem 4.4 (for conditions (1) and (3)) is obtained [ 18, 4.31 for coin- 
cidences of fibre preserving maps between compact smooth manifolds using semi-index, 
which replaces the classical coincidence index on orientable manifolds. 
Example 4.6. Let K* denote the Klein bottle. Then R2 is the universal cover and K2 
is the quotient R2/G where G is the group of automorphisms on R2 generated by 
A(z, y) = (z, y + 1) and B(z, y) = (Z + 1, -1~). By defining p: R2/G + 5” to be 
projection on the first factor we get the standard fibration S1 9 K* 3 5” of the Klein 
bottle. 
Given any pair of integers (r, q) for which T is odd, or r is even and q = 0, the 
correspondence (s, t) + (TS, qt) mod Z2 induces a well defined, fibre preserving map 
(f, f) on K2. (In fact, except for an extra term in the first coordinate, e.g., (s, t) -+ 
(TS + let, qt) mod Z*, which does not effect the Nielsen theory, it is not hard to see that 
every fibre preserving map on K2 arises in this way.) The fact that S’ is essentially Fix 
trivial and ~Q(S’) = 0 means that condition (3) of Theorem 4.4 is satisfied. 
Now since the degree of f is T, then f has ]r - 1) fixed points xj E G(f), where for 
r#l, x~=j/~r-l1/withj~{O,l,...,~r-l~-1}orifr=1thenS’=~(~)but 
N(f) = 0. The fibre maps fZ, have degree (- l)jq. This is certainly true for x0 = (0, l}, 
to see this for other XG~ use the relation discussed in 2.1 that fZ, N ~JW-I DOTE where 
w in the base circle I/(0, l} is the obvious path from x~j to 0 whose interior does not 
meet (0, l}. The Hurewicz lifting function which produces the rU, which we will use 
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throughout this discussion, lifts this path to a horizontal segment in 1 x I. The path fw-’ 
crosses ~0 exactly j times, and the lift of this path beginning at (zj, t) is a sequence of 
horizontal paths along alternately ( , t) or ( , 1 - t) with a change from one to the other 
whenever fw-’ crosses ~0. Thus with the obvious horizontal identifications the degrees 
of rw and rfU-l are 1 and (-l)j respectively. Since the degree of fo is Q, the claim 
follows. We will call this fibre preserving map on K2 the canonical (r, q) map. 
To calculate N(f) when f is the canonical (r, q) map, denoted here by N(r, q), we 
reason that this is the sum of the Nielsen numbers of Jr - 1) circle maps of degree &q. 
When r is odd then jr - 11 is even, and we have an equal number of fibre maps of each 
degree, so we can write N(2n + 1, q) = InI/ 1 - ql + InI 11 + qJ. When T is even q = 0, 
and N(r,O) = N(f) = Ir - 11. 
Note that if we take T = 3 and q = - 1 in Example 4.6 then p& in 1.1 is not surjective 
since for F,, E Q&(f) we have that P,‘@,,) is empty. 
Remark 4.7. For a given fibre preserving f : E + E the use of the formulae in 4.1 or 
4.4 is of course not the whole story to computing N(f) since one must also possess 
detailed information about the various N(fb) for b E @E(J). Proposition 2.1 provides us 
with important insight into the possibilities for N(fb) as b varies over @z(f). If fb and 
fd are the restrictions of f over b and d respectively, then fb = rwfd~fC,, for suitable 
w. In Example 4.6 this means that ft, and fd must have the same or opposite degrees 
since the group of self equivalences of the fibre is 22. In other words rw and of can 
only be maps of degree plus or minus one. The result that we have above that fb has 
degree fq follows easily. It is important to also observe here that there will be an equal 
number of maps of degree +q and degree -q. It is in this way, for any fibration, that 
we see that the range of possibilities for N(fb) is limited by the group of self homotopy 
equivalences of the fibre. We wonder what distributions of Nielsen numbers on the fibre 
can arise in general. 
5. Estimation of N(f) 
In this section, we make use of the naive addition formula to estimate the Nielsen 
number of a fibre preserving map in terms of the Lefschetz number. 
Theorem 5.1. Let p: E + B be a jibration, where E and B are compact connected 
ANR S, and let (f, f) : p + p be a self jibre preserving map of p. Suppose further that 
the conditions of Theorem 4.4 are satis$ed. Let [ be a set of essential representatives of 
f and denote the Nielsen class off which contains b by Fb. Suppose there are positive 
integers k,e such thatfor all b E <, N(fb) 3 klL(fb)l and theNed point index of Fb 
sati@es lind(Fb)l < !. Then 
N(f) 3 $(f)l. 
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Furthermore, equality holds iff f or all b we have N(fb) = klL(fb)l and lind(Fb)] = e 
and the sign of ind(Fb)L(fb) is independent of b. 
Proof. The Lefschetz index theorem says that the Lefschetz number of a self map is 
the sum of the indices of all its fixed point classes. Applying this to both f and each 
fb and using the local fixed point index product formula [1_5, p. 841 in conjunction with 
Theorem 4.4 gives 
IL(f) 1 G c IL(fb)ind(Fb) 
bEE 
and it is clear that equality holds under the conditions described. 0 
Example 5.2. Theorem 5.1 is a generalization of the result of McCord [22] that for 
a self map f : S + S on a solvmanifold one always has IL(f)1 < N(f). For any 
such solvmanifold S, there is a Mostow fibration N of S --+ T (T a torus and N a 
nilmanifold) with the property that up to homotopy f can always be taken to be fibre 
preserving (see [21]). The fact that all tori are aspherical implies K = 0 so from 3.10 we 
see that 4.4 applies. Now any map f : T + T for which L(f) # 0 has, up to homotopy, 
a canonical form in which all Nielsen classes are singletons of the same index rt 1. The 
Anosov theorem that IL(g)1 = N(g) f or self maps g on nilmanifolds [ I,93 then allows 
one to apply 5.1 in the case where k = 1 = 1. Despite the fact that Mostow fibrations 
are in general nonorientable there is a large class of solvmanifolds (which includes all 
exponential solvmanifolds) where L(fb) is independent of b E @s(f) so that one always 
has N(f) = I-W)] WOI). 
Example 5.3. Let p: X t Tm and q : Y + T” be two Mostow fibrations of solv- 
manifolds X and Y, respectively. Suppose m < n. Consider the fibred product 
w = X XT” Y = {(z, y) E X x Y: p(z) = v(y)} of the fibrations p: X + T” 
and 77 = r o q : Y --t T” + T” where r : Tn = Tm x Tn-m --+ T” is the product bun- 
dle. Note that the pullback 7’~ : W -+ Y with q*p(z, y) = y has fibre N a nilmanifold. 
Here the fundamental group of the fibred product is an extension of ~1 (IV) by ~1 (Y). 
Given any self map f : W + W with (q*p), o f* o i, = 0 where i, is induced by the 
inclusion N c) W on fundamental groups, f is homotopic to a fibre preserving map of 
q*p (see [18, 5.21). Using 3.11 and the asphericity of Tm which makes i, injective, it 
follows from 5.1 that N(f) 3 IL(f)\. 
Note for any map f of an infrasolvmanifold that N(f) > IL(f)1 and the essential 
classes are of index +1 or - 1 (see [23]). Since infrasolvmanifolds are aspherical and 
solvmanifolds are essentially Fix trivial then Theorem 5.1 applies with Ic = 1 = 1 
to any fibration whose base is a compact solvmanifold and whose fibre is a compact 
infrasolvmanifold. 
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6. The number N~(f,p) 
We now come to the second part of the paper where we generalize [ 131. The definition 
of the fibrewise Nielsen number N~(f,p) in [ 131 required the map f to be essentially 
fibre uniform. This means that N(f ) b 1s independent of any b E @a(f). This is a con- 
sequence, for example, of the orientability of a fibration. This condition implies that all 
the maps on fibres are of the same homotopy type. In other circumstances weaker con- 
ditions can make this occur. The Mostow fibration of an exponential solvmanifold, for 
example (see [20]), has fibre uniformity even though the maps on fibres over different 
fixed points in the torus base can have varying homotopy types. Other solvmanifolds 
such as the Klein bottle as well as the three dimensional rotational solvmanifolds [19], 
have Mostow fibrations which do not exhibit fibre uniformity. In the previous section we 
remarked that for all Mostow fibrations McCord has shown that the Nielsen number of 
any fibre preserving map can be calculated from the ndive addition formula [22]. In the 
first part of this paper we have described the precise conditions for any fibre map which 
determine when this same procedure is valid. We now use this formula in its own right 
as the definition of our Nielsen type number. 
Definition 6.1. Let (f, f) b e a fibre preserving map of p: E -+ B, where E and B 
are compact connected ANR’s. Then the$fibrewise Nielsen number N~(f,p) of (f, f) is 
defined to be 
NF(f,P) = c Nub), 
where [ is any set of essential representatives for f. 
Proposition 2.1 shows that Definition 6.1 is unaffected by the choice of <. In the next 
section we will show that, like many Nielsen type numbers, the spirit of this definition is 
that it provides a lower bound for min{#(@(g)): (g, ;?) N (f, f)}. We remark that when 
(f, J) is essentially fibre uniform, then N~(f,p) = N(f)N(fb), the formula given in 
1131. 
Example 6.2. Recall Example 1.3 of the Mobius pretzel and the fibre preserving map 
(f, f) given there. Recall that the base B of the fibration is a figure eight and J = ids. 
Now f can be perturbed to have only the wedge point as a fixed point. The index of this 
point must be L(idB) = -1, and hence it is essential. The essential Nielsen classes of 
fi are {(1,2)), ((1, -2)), {(l,O)) w h ereas those of the perturbed f resulting from a lift 
of this perturbation of ids are { (1, &2)} and { (1,O)). Thus NF(~, p) = 3 > N(f) = 2. 
Since of course the conditions of Theorem 4.4 are not always valid there are many 
instances where N~(f,p) > N(f). The classic example of this in the fibre uniform 
situation where the difference between the two numbers can be made arbitrarily large, 
is the Hopf fibration S’ L) 5” 3 S2 (see [5,13,25]). For any integer d there is a fibre 
preserving map f : p + p for which there exists b E @(f, and fb has degree d so 
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N~(f,p) = N(fb) = 11 - dl > N(f) = 1. The next example accomplishes this same 
discrepancy in a nonfibre uniform situation. 
Example 6.3 (The Klein wedge fibration). Let (S’)i c) K? + (S1)i, i = 1,2, be two 
identical copies of the Klein bottle fibration (see 4.6). We form the following fibration, 
called the Klein wedge fibration, as a quotient on the disjoint union of these two fibrations 
as follows. The bases are to be identified at the single point * = 0.5 E I/(0, l} from 
each (S1)i. Thus the base B, as in the Mobius pretzel, is the figure eight. For the total 
space we identify corresponding points in the fibre over * in each K?. Thus the Klein 
wedge W is two copies of K2 which share a common circle fibre denoted by S,. Note 
that the usual identifications used to define the Klein bottle (see 4.6) occur away from 
S,. That p is a fibration follows by a direct application of [2, 4.21 using the fact that the 
inclusion of * into S’ is a nondegenerate cofibration (in fact the join of pi and p2 in this 
way is essentially the classical “clutching construction”). 
Choose integers r and q with (-1)’ = -1 and Irl, IqI > 1. Let fi be the canonical 
(1, q) map on KF and f2 the canonical (4r + 1, q) map on Kz. We have chosen a map 
of degree 4r + 1 on the base so that in the notation of 4.6, 
* = x&. = $ = ; E @J(f). 
Also from 4.6 the degree of (f~)* is (-1)2’q, giving (jr)* = (f~)*. We denote this 
common restriction by f*. Thus ft and f2 induce a well defined fibre preserving map 
(f, f) on the fibration for W. The fact that f2 has fibre maps of both degrees +q and 
-q demonstrates the nonfibre uniformity of f. 
It is clear that J has 4)rl essential classes, one of them being all of (Sl), . Thus using * 
along with the 4]rl - 1 other fixed points of & we have a set of essential representatives 
from which we can conclude (see 4.7) that 
NFLf,P) = N(f2) = +u - q)/ + 21r(l + q)[ = 414. 
Because (S’)2 is essentially Fix trivial (see 3.9) and L(fz) = 1 - q # 0, it is not hard 
to see that all the fixed points of f2 except those lying in S, belong to singleton essential 
Nielsen classes for f. For any e E @(f*) note that 1 - e E @(f*). The fact that fi is 
the identity on (Si) 1 means that the standard lifting function on Kf applied to a loop on 
(S’)i induces a Nielsen equivalence under f between e and 1 - e in S,. Thus one can 
conclude that 
4lrql - v + 1 
N(f) = 
if q is odd; 
4,+v l + 2 if q is even. 
Therefore we have NF(f,p) > N(f) with a discrepancy between the two numbers 
which amounts to either 11 - q1/2 - 1 or (I1 - ql - 1)/2 whichever is an integer. 
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7. Properties of N~(f,p) 
In this section we list some useful properties of our definition. These results, which are 
essentially those of [ 131 released from the condition of fibre uniformity, will include the 
usual properties associated with a Nielsen theory. Where proofs are similar to those in 
[ 131, we will, if at all, only sketch their arguments. Throughout the proofs and theorem 
statements, we will always assume that [ is a set of essential representatives of the base 
map f of the fibration map (f, f) of p. 
First, in order to see an important connection of our theory to other parts of Nielsen 
theory we briefly recall the essence of relative Nielsen theory (see [27]). Suppose that 
(f, j’~) : (X, A) + (X, A) is a self map on a pair of compact ANR’s. We recall that 
N(f; X, A) = N(f) + N(f.4) - N(f, fA) where N(f, fA) denotes the number of essen- 
tial Nielsen classes of f which contain elements of &(fA). The following can be proved 
by an easy adaptation of [ 13, Theorem 4.41 (see also [24, 4.61). We take this opportunity 
to remark that reference 5 of [24] is now incorporated into this paper. 
Proposition 7.1. Let p be a$bration and (f, f) b e a selfJibre preserving map. Then 
NF(f,P) = N(f<) = N(f;-QI+(E))~ 
The fact that #Q(f) > N(f; E,p-‘(c)) ([27]) now immediately gives us 
Proposition 7.2. Let p be a jibration and (f, f) a self fibre preserving map. Then the 
number N.F(~, P) is a lower bound for the number of fixed points off. 
We are also able to generalize [ 13, 4.51 to obtain the following proposition. 
Proposition 7.3. Let p be a jibration, and (f, f) a self jibre preserving map. Then 
(1) NF(f,p) 3 N(f) equality holding ifand only iffor all x E @E(f), Fix??) = 
p*(Fix f,“) and NK(f+)) = N(f,(,)). 
(2) Iflv(f) # 0, then for any b E @E(f) we have that 
NF(f,P) > N(f;%-‘(b)) 2 N(fb). 
Proof. Let b E @E(J) b e c h osen and fixed. The inequality in (1) and the last inequality 
in (2) follow from 7.1 by standard relative Nielsen theory. Moreover the condition for 
equality in (1) is simply a restatement of 4.4. For the first inequality in (2) we need to rid 
the proof of 4.5(ii) in [13] of the condition of essential fibre uniformity. As in that proof 
let &(f) = {pi, F2, . , FNcrj}, and for i = 1, . . . , N(f) let bi E Fi. Without loss of 
generality we may suppose that b = 61. Then by 3.1 for each i, N(f&) 3 #(piI(F 
and (still following [13, 4.5(ii)]) 
N(f; &+@)) = N(fb) + N(f) - N(f; fb) 
n N(f) 
= N(fb) + c (#(p;‘(Fi))) < c jjr(fb,), 
q 
2=2 i=l 
We have indicated several examples which show that the inequality in (1) may be 
strict. 
We close this section with a discussion for N~(f,p) of the usual properties expected 
of a Nielsen number. 
Proposition 7.4. (1) (Hornotopy invariance) If (f, f), (g,g) : p t p arefibrewise horno- 
topic, then N~(f,p) = NF(g,p). 
(2) (Commutativity) Suppose that (f, f) : p -+ q and (g, 3) : q t p arefibre preserving 
maps between two $brations p and q. Then NF(g f, p) = NF( f g, q). 
(3) (Homotopy type invariance) Suppose that (j, j) :p + q is a fibrewise homotopy 
equivalence and that (f, f) : p + p and (9, 9) : q + q are of the same homotopy type 
(i.e., gj, ,jf :p -+ q are$brewise homotopic). Then NF(f,p) = NF(g,q). 
Just as this paper follows [13] it is reasonably clear that there is an extension, un- 
der appropriate extra conditions, of the Nielsen type number for coincidences of fibre 
preserving maps announced in [ 141. 
8. The minimum theorem 
In all theories of Nielsen type numbers there is the natural question of what conditions 
ensure that a given structure is Wecken with respect to that theory. For example, in 
relative Nielsen theory one asks under what condition does a pair of spaces (X, A) have 
the property that for any map f : (X, A) + (X, A) there is a map g that is homotopic 
as a map of pairs to f, with the property that #@i(g) = N(f; X, A). In this section we 
introduce and discuss the concept of fibre Wecken. 
Definition 8.1. Suppose that X and B are spaces for which a fixed point index can be 
defined. If p : X -+ B is a fibration and (f, f> a self map of p then following [7], we 
will call p a Wecken jibre space, if for every map (f, f) of p there exists a map (9, g) 
fibrewise homotopic to (f, f) with the property that g has exactly NF( f, p) fixed points. 
Recall that for an ordinary self map g : X --+ X, that M@(g) denotes the minimum of 
{#G(h): h N g}. Similarly, for a fibre preserving map f : p -+ p we will let M@,(f ,p) 
denote the minimum size of Q(h) as h varies over all fibre preserving maps which are 
fibre homotopic to f. Thus fibre Wecken spaces are characterized by the statement that 
for every fibre preserving f we have NF( f, p) = M@B( f, p). The fundamental instance 
of this, which illustrates the relationship between ordinary Wecken and fibre Wecken, is 
the following. 
Theorem 8.2. Let (f, f) be a fib re p reserving map from p to itself with the property that 
f is homotopic to a map 0 that has exactly N(f) fixed points. Suppose further that every 
fibre over the unique set of essential representatives for ?j is a Wecken space. Then there 
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is a jibre preserving map (g, ij) that isJibre homotopic to (f, f), with the property that 
g has exactly NF( f, p) j&d points. 
The proof involves the simple idea of using the relative homotopy lifting property of 
the fibration and is detailed in the independent proofs given in [13, 5.11 and [ 19, 31. 
Corollary 8.3. Let p : X + B be a$bration in which B and every$bre of p is a Wecken 
space. Then p is a Wecken$bre space. 
As we have already observed any solvmanifold has an associated Mostow fibration 
in which the base and fibre are respectively a torus, and a nilmanifold. Thus Corollary 
8.3 allows us to show that any such Mostow fibration is fibre Wecken. In addition as 
discussed earlier, N~(f,p) = N(f) f or any fibre map f of a Mostow fibration for a 
solvmanifold S (see [22] and also Section 4 for necessary and sufficient conditions for 
this equality to hold in general). Recall also that any self map of S is homotopic to a 
fibre preserving map with respect to some Mostow fibration. Thus we can show that 
Mostow fibrations are fibre Wecken while simultaneously realizing a way in which to 
show that all solvmanifolds are ordinary Wecken. 
By way of a partial converse to 8.3, given spaces F or B that are not ordinary Wecken, 
it is easy to construct fibrations with fibre F and base B that are not fibre Wecken. For 
example let B be the figure eight, and let &: B + B be the map constructed by Jiang 
which shows that B is not Wecken ([16]). In more detail let * be the wedge point of B. 
Then ~1 (B, *) is the free group on two generators a and b, and the map cp, which fixes 
*, induces the homomorphism a + u-l and b c) a-lb*. Besides *, ‘p has two other 
fixed points z and y which lie in different components of B - {*}. As shown in [16], 5 
and y are Nielsen equivalent. Moreover, it is easy to see that II: and y have indices +1 
and - 1 respectively, and since L(cp) = 1 - (- 1 + 2) = 0, it follows that * has index 
zero. Thus cp has no essential Nielsen classes and hence N(p) = 0. This is true even 
though by braid theoretic techniques ([ 161) it can be shown that no map homotopic to 4 
has less than 2 fixed points. 
We now construct the fibration p : S’ x B + B, and the fibre map f x cp : S’ x B -+ 
St x B, where f is a map of degree Ic # 1. Then M@F(f x cp,p) > 2/l - ICI, but of 
course NF( f x (p, p) = 0. Note that by choosing Ic accordingly the difference between 
NF(f x cp,p) and M@F(f x cp,p) can be made as large as desired. 
It is interesting to note that if (f, cp) : p + p is a map on the Mobius pretzel then one 
must have fl homotopic to a constant. This would give 111@3( f, p) 3 2 and NF( f, cp) = 
0. The reason for this is 2.1, from which we can also deduce that every fibre map fi 
for z E @(cp) is homotopic to a constant. Let (f, ‘p) be a fibre preserving map, and let 
7rl(B, 1) be generated by a and b where a traverses IzI = 1 clockwise and b traverses 
Iz - 21 = 1 clockwise. Similarly let 7rl(F,,O) = (c,d). Then 76 is the identity on 
rl(Fl,O) while am = d and am = c. Let w = b-l E rl(B, 1). From 2.1 this means 
that fl+ = T,-lbZ fl*Tb = T,fl*. This is only possible if fl* = 0. A simple collapse of 
each fibre to its wedge point provides such an f. 
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The concept of fibre Wecken can depend on how a given space is fibred. For example, 
consider the space E = A4 x I, where M is the Mobius pretzel and I = [0, 11. If p : M + 
“cm” denotes the fibration of M over the figure eight “co” and pt : E + M denotes the 
trivial fibration, then pi is fibre Wecken by Corollary 8.3 since &J is not a surface, but 
is a polyhedron without local cut points. On the other hand, pz = p o pl : E + “00” is 
NOT fibre Wecken. To see this, we use the analysis done in the previous paragraph to 
obtain a fibre preserving map (f x id[a,i], ‘p) : p2 -+ pz where f is the map described 
above. Thus M@,(f x id[e,tl,p2) > 2 but NF(~ x idla,tl,p2) = 0 because N(v) = 0. 
Thus this is an example of a space which is fibre Wecken with respect to one fibration, 
but not with respect to another. 
9. Infinite fixed point sets for “over B” fibre preserving maps 
This paper, [ 13,271 and others, show that if we put restrictions on the allowable ho- 
motopies of a map f then the minimum number of fixed points within the restricted 
homotopy class can be greater than the ordinary Nielsen number of the map f. Our 
result in this section is that in a suitable category “over B”, almost all self maps have 
infinite fixed point sets. While such a phenomenon arises and has been studied in [IO] 
for S’-principal bundles, and in 161 for one parameter fixed point theory, our approach 
is a natural one, which follows from our investigation of fibre preserving maps. 
The over B category has as objects maps k: X --+ B, and as morphisms from k to 
j : Y + B the maps f : X + Y with jf = k. Homotopies in this category are ordinary 
homotopies {ht} indexed by the unit interval I, with the property that for each t E I, the 
map ht is a map from k to j. Another way to see this is to work with fibre preserving 
maps and homotopies that induce the identity on B. Our observation is the following: 
Theorem 9.1. Let p: E + B be a flbration in which E is a compact connected ANR, 
and B has infinite cardinal&y. Let f be a self map of p over B. If for some b E B, the 
Nielsen number N (fb) is nonzero, then for any g that is homotopic to f over B, the 
fixed point set Q(g) of g is infinite. 
We give two examples. The first illustrates what is perhaps the most surprising thing 
about the theorem, that it is true even if N(f) (which implies that x(B) = iV~(f,p) = 0, 
see the proof of 9.1). 
Example 9.2. Let p: E + B be a fibration of compact connected ANR’s E and B in 
which B has zero Euler characteristic. Let f be a self map of p over B for which it 
is known that the Nielsen number on a single fibre is nonzero. For example p could be 
the fibering of the Klein bottle over S’, and f could be a map whose restriction to the 
fibre S’ is a map of degree q # 1 (see 4.6). Then by the theorem any map g which 
is homotopic to f over B has an infinite number of fixed points. Note that this is the 
case even though N(f) = N~(f,p) = x(B) = 0. In other words, this is the case even 
though there are no fixed points of f detectable by any existing Nielsen theory, and at 
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least in the case of the Klein bottle, f is homotopic as an ordinary map to one which is 
fixed point free (see [ 13, 5.51). A similar discussion would also be valid for any Mostow 
fibration of a solvmanifold. 
The next example shows that the theorem need not be true when p is not a fibration. 
Example 9.3 (The empty bean can). Let X = D2 x (0) U S’ x I, where D2 is the 
two disc with boundary S’, and let p: X + I be the projection on the second factor. 
Let f : X -+ X be a small rotation of X about an axis through the center of the disc 
and perpendicular to it. Then f is a map over B = I, and the Nielsen number of the 
restriction of f to the fibre D2 x (0) of p over the point 0 is 1. However, in contrast to 
9.1, f has one only fixed point. 
Proof of Theorem 9.1. We show that for any positive integer n for which there are 
n distinct points of B, that #(Q(g)) 3 N(fb) . n. Since the map on the base B is the 
identity, then each point of B is a fixed point, and there is a single fixed point class 
namely the whole of B. Note that this class may or may not be essential, but it does 
not matter. The point is that we know from 2.1 that N(fb) is independent of b within 
its Nielsen class. From the hypothesis it is nonzero for some b, so by this argument is is 
nonzero for all b. We also know that N(fb) = N(gd) w h enever there is a fibre homotopy 
between f and g in which the classes of b and d are “P-related (see for example [13, 
4.7(iv)] or [15, IV.2.51 and [28, 2.2 and 2.31). In particular we may assume that f = g, 
and that the Nielsen number of the restriction fd of f over every point of d E B is 
N(fb). Let n be given as above, and suppose that 77 is a set of n distinct points of B. 
Then Fq = p-’ (7) is the disjoint union of the n fibres of p over the points of 77. Since 
each point of r] is a fixed point the map f restricts to a self map f,, of F,,. Thus f can 
be regarded as map f : (E, Fv) t (E, Fv) of p airs. By relative Nielsen theory ([27, 2.4 
and 3.11) #(Q(f)) 3 N(f,) = N(fb) . n as required. 0 
We close with a remark about how this can be extended further. In fact one can look at 
the restricted class of maps over a fixed self map h : B -+ B other than the identity. One 
just considers maps and homotopies that are over h. Then if p: E -+ B is an orientable 
fibration and f is a map over h, with Nielsen number of the fibre equal to N( fb) for some 
b E Q(h), then any map fibre homotopic over h to f must have at least #(G(h)) . N(fb) 
fixed points. If Q(h) fi ‘t IS nl e and each fibre p-‘(b) for b E G(h) is a Wecken space, then 
f can be homotoped by a homotopy over h to one with exactly #(Q(h)) . N(fb) fixed 
points. 
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